A3. "Consuming Nature." Prototype from the Searching For Balance series presenting the basic human need of sustenance and the extremes of having too much [gluttony] and having too little [famine] . Manipulated photos of an obese and malnurished young boy along with rock strata intermeshed with a pile of food garbage were used. The verse reads: we are consumers by nature, we must eat to survive. we can't find the balance between having too much and having too little. both jeopardize our existence. Lines are used to forge a connection between the verse and Bocca Profilo translation. [who] may welcome us into their advanced pacific civilization." Rather, they extrapolate the rarity of altruistic behavior, "over the last 6,000 years, when various human cultures have collided with each other here on Earth," stating, "first contact" has seldom been gentle and benign." [6] Hawking concurs, "If aliens visit us, the outcome would be much as when Columbus landed in America, which didn't turn out well for the Native Americans." [7] Hawking does give a nod to the important question of defining "who"
by stating that, "The real challenge is to work out what aliens might actually be like," but as of yet it is impossible to answer the question of "who." Therefore, the METI designer essentially has carte blanche to "contemplate the impossibilities and be liberated both intellectually and imaginatively." [8] Though one can argue that not knowing if there even is a "who" justifies not Astrophysicists have termed our inability to detect electronic technology in the universe "The Great Silence."] [9] , Though I agree with Zaitsev's perspective that we should make an informed, conscious effort to pierce "The Great Silence" for the sake of learning new information, I disagree with his attitude of, "only we deserve." If we ask ourselves to consider the ramifications of responsive ET communication, do we really find a place for the exclusive thinking of, "only we deserve?" If we look at the history of first contact between Native Americans and Europeans, to cite Hawking's example again, we see that communication is not always a two-way street of "deserved" messages exchanged with equal intentions.
How? Bocca Profilo
What should a METI message say and how should a METI message be The design of Bocca Profilo employs mono weight line to represent the mouth cavity, tongue, teeth and wind pipe as graphically simplified forms. It uses geometric shapes to denote the special mechanics where action is physically happening within the anatomical structure: vocal chords vibrating is represented by a thick zig zag shape;
air stopped and building up [such as that used to say "p"], is shown with a circle shape;
closure of the nasal passage by the soft palette a triangle shape. Though most of the phonemes could be created within the graphic of one mouth form, a separate solution had to be designed for those which require two actions for sound production, for example b, d, g, k, y. For these sounds I constructed two-story forms with the mouth action "reading" from top to bottom.
One of the difficulties experienced throughout the creation of this writing system was making sure no two forms were alike-a challenge indeed when each form originates from the same graphic structure. The sounds of the short a and short o, for example, came down to the slightest difference in the mouth openings and tongue positionings. I discovered throughout the process that although the profile cavity easily accommodated subtle changes in the vertical positioning of tongue, teeth and lips, it was constricted in its ability to denote lateral movement such as the way the corners of the mouth are drawn back to utter the short a, but left slack for the short o.
Though Bocca Profilo is an attempt at a "universal" writing system intended to instruct an ET race to reproduce the sounds humans are capable of [in order to facilitate communication], the ability to do so would be completely dependent on the ETs having a similar anatomy to humans, and of course even if they could decipher the forms and utter the same sounds, the superficiality of mimicry is void of any comprehension and meaning as to what is being said. What could be said uniquely from the babel already being transmitted that includes hundreds of photographs representing a cross section of life on Earth, "Hello" relayed in dozens of different languages, tens of thousands of messages written by random participation, a theramin concert, the Beatles singing, "Across the Universe," and the sounds of both tame and wild dogs barking just to name a few.
To begin, I decided to follow a multifaceted approach similar to that recommended by semiotician, Thomas Sebeok, Professor Emeritus at Indiana
University, who had worked on a communications problem in 1981 that, though not for a METI, had similar characteristics in common with METI design. Sebeok had advised that a message intended for a distant audience with unknown language capabilities must be symbolic, indexical, and iconic. After creating a series of dichotomous compositions in this manner I realized that even though these METI compositions presented the message in a unique way than that of previously sent METI, and exemplified Sebeok's three-pronged advice, something was still missing and they too would be relegated to the heap of babel already being transmitted if ever the resources to broadcast them into space became available. A different solution had to be crafted.
Where? Earthmark METI
Sebeok had identified a fourth component that should be included when sending a message into the distant future. Citing that, "Information tends to decay over time; that information may be dissipated but not gained is one form of the second law of thermodynamics," he advised that messages intended for long-term transmittal All the photographs, drawings, sounds, formulas, maps, symbols, text messages, recorded greetings, songs, and advertisements whether they be etched onto an ultraarchival, golden silicon disc or beamed via radio or television signals are nothing more than surrogate extensions of what we do-exemplifying facets of our technological capabilities to be sure-but they have no direct [organic] connection to anything "real,"
which means the Earth story they tell is extraordinarily limited. Having returned to the drawing board I decided my METI must somehow embody the "real" factor and reasoned the best way to make that happen was to simply make the METI Earth-based.
One logical strategy for sending a "real" message into space from Earth is to make it huge [the gigantic forms of the Nazca geoglyphs in Peru come to mind] [18] .
Assuming the ETs are "out there" and would arrive from the sky, this "big message" example of this. Originally a representational pictographic for "sandal strap" the ankh evolved to symbolically represent the concepts of "life" and "immortality"due to phonetic similarities. [21] Though the Earthmark METI symbol was initially created to stand as a testimonial of sorts, to be transmitted consciously by consenting humans who understand that promoting the symbol is signifying something like, "I am prepared, hopefully, to communicate with an ET," over time it could logically evolve to mean something like, "belief in something greater than that which is currently known,"
or perhaps be dramatically simplified to just represent, "hope."
METI READY?
In 1972, singer David Bowie sang out, "There's a starman waiting in the sky, he'd like to come and meet us but he thinks he'll blow our minds." [22] Have we [Earth's inhabitants] entered into METI projects mentally prepared for responsive ET communication, because the implications of such an eventuality would radically alter our belief structures and the cognitive understanding of our very existence.
What if the previously considered who of our METI-the who Hawking suggests we attempt to define-are indeed the conscientious beings initially envisioned by Sagan and Drake, and who will not make first contact with our race until they feel we are efforts that reach out into the universe, but insists that acknowledging, respecting and strengthening our connection to this Earth is an important part of the process. 
APPENDIX
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Mother Child and Figure A2 . "Bocca Profilo." A "universal" phonetic writing system. Acknowledgement goes to the interactive website, Fenetiks, a collaborative effort between the Departments of Spanish and Portuguese, German, Speech Pathology and Audiology, and Academic Technologies at The University of Iowa. Their animations allowed me to dissect human sound production in a step-by-step manner enabling me to better understand the physical mechanics. [14] 
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